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About HAWKER BROWNLOW EDUCATION
Hawker Brownlow Education is the leading publisher of teacher resources for Australian and New Zealand educators. At Hawker Brownlow
Education we are passionate about the education of students and strive to produce outstanding resource materials and events for teachers,
leaders, administrators and other professionals in education.
Whether you are a classroom teacher, teacher leader, principal or administrator, the Hawker Brownlow Education – 12th Annual Thinking & Learning
Conference oﬀers workshop sessions or whole-day institutes to meet your teaching and learning needs. We select authors and presenters with
practical strategies to help improvement from the classroom to the whole school.

LAUNCHING in 2015
THE THINKING & LEARNING Institutes
The Thinking & Learning Conference is coming to YOU!
Each location will have a selection of international and Australian presenters.

PERTH

ADELAIDE

SYDNEY

BRISBANE

16-17 May

19-20 May

27-28 May

30-31 May

CONFERENCE STRANDS
Assessment

Leadership

Learn everything you need to know about eﬀective assessment and how
this can significantly improve student achievement and raise teacher
quality. This year’s sessions are packed with practical strategies from
expert practitioners for designing, analysing and using assessments
eﬀectively in your classroom.

As an educator, you are used to prioritising competing expectations while
equipping your school with the right tools to stay on track. But eﬀective
leadership is more than just staying on track – it’s anticipating what lies
ahead. This year’s sessions oﬀer inspiration and insights from international
experts in the field and support you in your own leadership journey.

Coaching

Professional Learning Communities

Coaching supports teacher development and puts teacher needs at the
heart of professional learning. There are many diﬀerent coaching models
that can be used to fit the unique needs of schools. Find out more about
the power of coaching and how it might serve you in your work.

Professional Learning Communities is a shared vision for running a
school where everyone embraces collaboration as the cornerstone of
both student achievement and teaching learning. Hear from the experts
on how to re-culture your school as a Professional Learning Community.

Diﬀerentiation

Teaching and Learning

Teachers need to cater for a range of individual diﬀerences and meet the
needs of students in any one classroom. Diﬀerentiation is a philosophical
approach to teaching that advocates active planning for, and attention
to, student diﬀerences in classrooms. This year’s sessions will look at
creating a diﬀerentiated school, and understanding brain science and its
implications for teaching and learning.

Teaching and Learning refers to instructional strategies that can be
used in the classroom to ensure all students learn at high levels. It draws
together research, theory and practice.

Innovation
Ensure your students are prepared to step up, both as learners and as
the new generation of productive global citizens. Learn how strategies
to utilise technology, problem-based learning and clear communication
inspire and engage the learners of today.
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The speakers were inspirational,
the helpers were excellent and
the food was exceptional. All in
all, the Hawker Brownlow 2014
Conference was the best PD I have
attended in my career. I learnt so
much during the four days that I
can apply instantly to my teaching
practice. Thank you!
- Braydon Giles, Narangba Valley
State High School, QLD

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Dylan WILIAM

Bruce WELLMAN

Dylan (PhD) is Emeritus Professor of Educational
Assessment at University College London. In a varied
career, he has taught in urban public schools, directed
a large-scale testing program, served a number of roles
in university administration and pursued a research
programme focused on supporting teachers to develop
their use of assessment in support of learning.

Bruce (M Ed) is a prominent consultant who has served
as a classroom teacher, curriculum coordinator and staﬀ
developer in Oberlin, Ohio and Concord, Massachusetts
public schools. He has been honoured by the Education
Writers Association and National Staﬀ Development
Council and has written for numerous publications on
organisation.

David SOUSA

Anthony MUHAMMAD

David (EdD) is an author and international consultant.
He taught high school science and served as a K–12
director of science, a supervisor of instruction and
a district superintendent in New Jersey schools. He
has also been an adjunct professor of education at
Seton Hall University and a visiting lecturer at Rutgers
University.

Anthony (PhD) is a much sought-after educational
consultant. A practitioner for nearly 20 years, he
has served as a principal, a middle school teacher
and assistant principal. Anthony’s most notable
accomplishment came as principal of Levey Middle
School in Michigan, where student proficiency on state
assessments more than doubled in five years.

Susan Brooks-Young

Carolyn Coil

Susan is an author and consultant with more than 23 years
experience as a teacher (PreK–8th grades) and administrator
at the elementary and middle school levels, as well as
in a county oﬃce of education. She works with school
administrators and teachers internationally on successful
implementation of instructional technology programs. Her
latest book is Creating Content with your Tablet.

Carolyn (EdD) is an internationally known speaker and
consultant who has worked in the field of education and
training for over 30 years. She currently teachers courses
in gifted education and does workshops for schools on a
wide variety of topics. Carolyn has been adjunct professor at
several universities and worked all over the world in places like
Bermuda, Ecuador and China.

Erin Erceg
Erin is lead trainer for the Friendly Schools Plus initiative with
Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions. Having spent
12 years with the Child Health Promotion Research Centre at Edith
Cowan University in Western Australia, Erin’s most significant
roles relate to her work on research on aggression, bullying and
cyberbullying among young people.

Gavin Grift
Gavin is the Director of Professional Learning for Hawker
Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions. With experience
as a teacher, assistant principal and educational coach, Gavin
connects with audiences on topics ranging from Cognitive
Coaching and quality teacher practice to Professional Learning
Communities, collaboration and learning-centred leadership.
Gavin’s recent book is Teachers as Architects of Learning.

Siobhan Leahy
Siobhán (MS) was a principal of three secondary schools for 17
years. She has practical experience with embedding classroom
formative assessment through the implementation of teacher
learning communities. She is co-author and developer, with Dylan
Wiliam, of the Embedding Formative Assessment Professional
Development Pack. She received her Masters of Science from
South Bank University, London and her B.Sc in Management Sciences
from the University of Warwick, U.K.

Kathy Perez
Kathy (EdD) is an international educational consultant, author
and speaker with over 30 years of teaching experience. She
specialises in instructional strategies and creative approaches to
literacy and professional development. Kathy integrates stateof-the-art methods and research with practical insights from her
own classroom experiences. She is the author of More Than 100
Brain-Friendly Tools and Strategies for Literacy Instruction.

Carol Ann Tomlinson
Carol (EdD) is Professor of Educational Leadership,
Foundations and Policy at Virginia University. Her career
in education includes 21 years as a teacher and 12 years
as a program administrator. Carol works with educators
internationally to help them develop more responsive
heterogeneous classrooms.

Tonia Flanagan
Tonia (BA, Dip Ed, M Ed) currently serves as a Senior Training
Associate for Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning
Solutions. With 32 years experience as teacher, regional
curriculum advisor, school principal and educational
consultant, Tonia has expertise in instructional leadership and
how it directly impacts student achievement.

Tammy Heﬂebower
Tammy (EdD) is Senior Scholar at Marzano Research
Laboratory in Englewood, Colorado. She is a consultant with
experience in urban, rural and suburban regions throughout
North America. Tammy has served as a classroom teacher,
building-level leader, district leader, regional professional
development director and adjunct professor.

Jay McTighe
Jay (M Ed) is a noted consultant with a rich and varied
career in education. His international reputation grew from
Maryland, USA, where his work with “thinking skills” developed
instructional strategies, curriculum models and assessment
procedures. Jay has co-authored 12 books, including the bestselling Understanding by Design® series with Grant Wiggins.

Shane Thompson
Shane has invaluable years of experience teaching in
both primary and secondary schools in varied states and
internationally. Her teaching interest has always been in special
education and in 2009 she joined the Child Health Promotion
Research Centre as Senior Research Manager.

Colin Sloper
Colin has been Principal of Pakenham Springs Primary School
for the last 22 years. His leadership has resulted in the school
becoming the first recognised model of a Professional
Learning Community in Australia. He has specialised in growing
new schools by building a collaboration culture throughout
the school community, achieving substantial results. Colin’s
focus is on improving student learning and increasing teacher
capabilities to work in a learning-focused educational environment.

Phil Warrick

Janelle Wills

Phil (EdD) is Associate Vice President of Marzano Research
Laboratory. He was an award-winning administrator for
nearly 12 years, most recently as principal of Round Rock
High School, Texas and was 2005’s Nebraskan State High
School Principal of the Year. Phil has been working in
Australia supporting over 400 schools in the implementation
of The Art and Science of Teaching framework.

Janelle (PhD) is the Director of The Marzano Institute Australia.
She is the lead training associate for High Reliability Schools, The
Art and Science of Teaching and other Marzano topics. Personally
trained by Dr Robert J. Marzano and with over 30 years of teaching
and leadership experience across the three sectors of schooling,
Janelle has a strong commitment to continued learning and remains
both informed and innovative in her approaches.
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INSTITUTES

An institute is a full-day workshop (over 1 or 2 days) within the conference.
They are designed for participants who would like to go in-depth into a
particular strand or topic such as Differentiation & the Brain or
The Art & Science of Teaching.

DIFFERENTIATION & THE BRAIN Institute

FRIDAY
22 MAY

David Sousa & Carol Ann Tomlinson

The emerging field of neuroscience oﬀers fascinating and useful insights into how the brain learns. Understanding ways in which teachers can
develop brain-friendly classroom practice greatly enhances both the quality of teaching and of learning. Brain science aﬃrms the educator’s
observations that students diﬀer as learners, even as they bring commonalities to the classroom.
In this one-day institute, David Sousa, an expert on brain science and its implications for teaching and learning, and Carol Ann Tomlinson, an expert
on teaching with student diﬀerences in mind, combine their areas of interest to help educators explore ways in which neuroscience can inform
development of learner-friendly classrooms, F–12. The institute will probe ways in which neuroscience can inform and enhance teacher planning
for learning environments that improve student development, the impact of formative assessment, attention to student variance and creates
meaningful curriculum and eﬀective classroom management.

SATURDAY
23 MAY

EMBEDDING FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT Institute
Dylan Wiliam

In this one-day institute Dylan will cover why we need to raise achievement, what’s been tried and what hasn’t worked. This will include explaining
why improving educational achievement is an economic priority for all countries. Participants will learn why previous attempts to improve
educational achievement have been largely unsuccessful and what needs to be done to improve educational outcomes at scale.
A key to improving educational achievement is formative assessment. Dylan will outline what it is and what it isn’t – when it works and when it
doesn’t. In this institute, participants will learn to distinguish between diﬀerent kinds of formative assessments (including benchmark, interim and
common formative assessments) and, more importantly, when to use which to make the most diﬀerence to student learning.
Specifically, participants will learn about
Eliciting Evidence – the Starting Point for Good Feedback: This will include classroom techniques to improve questioning, including how to create,
and capitalise upon, more “teachable moments” and how to identify the defining characteristics of eﬀective diagnostic questions.
Providing Feedback That Moves Learning Forward: Dylan will explain diﬀerent kinds of feedback, the eight possible kinds of responses that
students can make and why only two of them will actually improve learning. Participants will also learn how eﬀective day-to-day feedback practices
can be integrated into a classroom marking system that can be used both formatively and summatively.
Activating Students as Learners and a Resource for Others: Dylan will give a number of practical techniques for teachers to increase learner
involvement in the direction, pace and structure of their own learning.
Improving Classroom Practice with Teacher Learning Communities: Changing classroom practice is much more diﬃcult than giving teachers
time to meet to look at data. Participants will learn how monthly meetings of building-based teacher learning communities can be used to support
teachers in changing their classroom practice and substantially increase student achievement.

SAT 23 MAY &
SUN 24 MAY

THE ART & SCIENCE OF TEACHING Institute
Tammy Heﬂebower & Janelle Wills

Great teachers are made, not born. Even small improvements in teacher eﬀectiveness can influence student achievement. National and
international research shows unequivocally that quality teaching has the greatest in-school impact on student learning than any other factor.
Consequently, the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership’s Teacher Performance and Development Framework (AITSL, 2010) urges
schools to focus on improving teaching practices in order to raise student achievement. Such a culture of self-improvement is a key tenet of The Art
and Science of Teaching, in which teachers are provided with clear guidelines as to what constitutes eﬀective practice.
The Art and Science of Teaching (Marzano, 2007) is a research-based framework for understanding the nature of eﬀective teaching. Ten instructional
design questions from that framework are organised into three broad categories: (1) Lesson segments involving routine events, (2) Lesson segments
addressing content and (3) Lesson segments enacted on the spot.
Within these categories, each design question is divided into individual elements that describe specific classroom strategies and behaviours. These
elements align with the AITSL standard descriptors and provide teachers with evidence-based strategies for demonstrating the standards. Dr Tammy
Heflebower and Dr Janelle Wills present an interactive and engaging two-day institute that introduces and explains the instructional framework from
The Art and Science of Teaching developed by Dr Robert J. Marzano. Participants will learn the 10 design questions to ask when planning a unit of
instruction, the three segments of each lesson to prepare and the 41 elements of eﬀective teaching to master, with specific attention to engagement.
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For more information visit - www.hbconf.com.au

SUN 24 MAY &
MON 25 MAY

UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN Institute
An Introduction to Curriculum Design
Jay McTighe

Create a rigorous and engaging curriculum that focuses on understanding and leads to improved student performance! In this institute, participants
will explore the “backward by design” process that supports teaching through a series of thought-provoking exercises and design experiences.
Participants will use the tools and templates of UbD to create or refine a unit of study, so please bring a current unit of work or content to use.

IN THIS INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS WILL
o Review a robust framework for curriculum planning via three stages of “backward design”
o Use essential questions to frame curriculum and focus on “big ideas”
o Focus on developing and deepening students’ understanding and ability to transfer their learning. This institute involves curriculum design, so
participants should bring their own content standards and resource materials to assist their design work.
o Participants are REQUIRED to purchase the Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook to attend this institute and to bring
a laptop computer.

HBE @ Work are product based info-sessions to support
the implementation of leading Hawker Brownlow Education
resources in your classroom.

HBE @ WORK

FRIDAY 22 MAY SESSIONS ONE, SESSION TWO
An Introduction to the Embedding Formative Assessment Professional Development Pack

SPEAKER: Siobhan Leahy

The Embedding Formative Assessment Professional Development Pack has been used successfully in thousands of schools all over the world. In this interactive session,
participants will be given some background to the research and development of the pack. The majority of the session will then be spent looking at the videos, agendas,
handouts and classroom resources provided in the pack. Participants will also learn about diﬀerent methods for using the resources provided, organisational needs and how
the materials can be adapted to meet each school’s circumstances.

FRIDAY 22 MAY SESSION THREE, SATURDAY 23 MAY SESSION TWO AND MONDAY 25 MAY SESSION ONE
SPEAKER: Shane Thompson
Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with CARS® & STARS® Plus!
Improve reading and comprehension with this in-depth CARS & STARS Plus session! This session provides an overview of the program, describes the improvements to
the Plus version, walks you through how to use the resources and outlines the tools available in each series. Participants will also learn to use the CARS & STARS Online
Assessment & Reports software. By the end of this session you will feel confident implementing CARS & STARS Plus in your classroom!

SATURDAY 23 MAY SESSION ONE
Teach Your Students How to WRITE!

SPEAKER: Shane Thompson

Not only does the WRITE! series bring fun and creativity back to writing, it also enables students to excel on any standardised writing test. This session outlines the Australian
Curriculum-aligned WRITE! model and explains how you can make WRITE! work for you. Expect a step-by-step guide to using the WRITE! resources, as well as extra tips
and tricks for maximising writing prowess. Using the WRITE! series, you will discover that to improve writing is to improve learning, with results evident in the classroom and
beyond.

SATURDAY 23 MAY SESSION THREE AND MONDAY 25 MAY SESSION TWO
Build Fundamental Maths Skills with CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus & Solve!

SPEAKER: Shane Thompson

Learn to build core mathematical skills with an in-depth CAMS Plus, STAMS Plus & Solve session! This session provides an overview of the program, describes the
improvements to the Plus version, walks you through how to use the resources and outlines the tools available in each series. You will also be walked through how to use the
CAMS & STAMS Online Assessment & Reports software. By the end of this session you will feel confident implementing CAMS Plus, STAMS Plus & Solve in your classroom!

SUNDAY 24 MAY SESSION ONE
Brigance CIBS-II: Literacy and Maths Assessment for Special Needs Students

SPEAKER: Shane Thompson

Brigance assessment and instructional tools has been helping special educators meet the needs of exceptional students for more than 30 years. The Brigance Comprehensive
Inventory of Basic Skills (CIBS) II is a fast and reliable resource to assess Reading, English and Maths for students from Foundation – Year 9. This session will outline how to
assess the current knowledge of your special education students, plan individualised ongoing assessment and instruction and monitor progress. You will learn to determine
present level of performance, provide instructional objectives for an ongoing individual education plan (IEP), communicate student progress and instructional objectives to
parents. Brigance CIBS-II provides educators with non-discriminatory testing and evaluation and supports alternate assessment needs.

SUNDAY 24 MAY SESSION TWO
Brigance Transition Skills Inventory and Activities – Preparing High Needs and Exceptional Students for Life After
Secondary School
SPEAKER: Shane Thompson
Be better prepared to provide formal transition planning for students with special needs with the Brigance Transition Skills Inventory (TSI) and Transition Skills Activities
(TSA). The Brigance Transition Skills Inventory (TSI) helps educators easily assess independent living, employment and additional post-secondary skills to support transition
planning for high school students. In this session, you will learn to administer age-appropriate transition assessments, identify students’ strengths and develop individual
education plans (IEPs). In addition, participants will learn to choose Transition Skills Activities to support learning based on the results of your Brigance Transition Skills
Inventory assessments.

SUNDAY 24 MAY SESSION THREE AND MONDAY 25 SESSION THREE
Prepare Students for School Success with Brigance Early Childhood Resources

SPEAKER: Shane Thompson

Assess school readiness skills, instruct based on results and monitor progress to prepare children for school! The Brigance Early Childhood system provides over 300
developmentally appropriate activities and covers the following domains: Language Development, Literacy, Mathematics, Science, Social and Emotional Development,
Daily Living, Self Help and Physical Development. In this session, you will learn to administer and mark a Screen and Inventory of Early Development III assessment and
enter the results on both the data sheet and in the Online Management System. You will also learn to choose Readiness Activities based on the results of your Screens III
and IED III assessment results.

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au

conferences@hbe.com.au
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FRIDAY 22 MAY
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Carolyn COIL

Dylan Wiliam
How Do We Prepare Our Students for a
World We Cannot Imagine?
Children beginning school this year are likely to still be working in
the final quarter of the 21st century. No matter how much they learn
at school, it will not be enough. Most of what they need to know –
both inside and outside the world of work – hasn’t been discovered
or invented yet. While some claim to be able to predict the skills
needed in the future, the truth is we just don’t know. The idea that
children should “learn how to learn” was once an optional extra;
now it is a survival skill. Science, technology and mathematics will
be important in the future, but so will subjects like music, drama,
dance and art. They not only play a role in producing fulfilled lives,
but also emphasise creativity more than other subjects. Creativity is
the one thing we know machines can’t do.

SESSION ONE
Motivating Underachievers
Frustrated by students who have potential to achieve but somehow do not?
This interactive session focuses on these students: our underachievers.
Examine the causes of underachievement, including student behaviour and
attitudes, home life, school structure, curriculum, messages from society and
the role of social media and pop culture. Participants will review numerous
practical strategies that can be used by teachers, administrators, counsellors
and parents to motivate and help underachieving students.

SESSION TWO
Challenging the Mindset of the “Hidden” Underachiever
Many gifted students slide by in school, getting acceptable marks while
putting forth little eﬀort. These students are called “hidden underachievers”.
Examine the mindsets that can lead to hidden underachievement and
identify ways to persuade students to embrace academic challenges. Learn
forms of encouragement for times of stress or failure and ensure students
take responsibility for their own learning.

SESSION THREE
Seven Steps to Successful Student Achievement

Susan BROOKS-YOUNG

Teaching students who are not working up to their potential can be
disheartening. Session participants will discover seven steps that can lead
their students to higher achievement in school. Learn a variety of proven
strategies for each of the steps, all of which can be implemented immediately!

SESSION ONE
TPACK and SAMR – Models for Eﬀective
Technology Integration

Gavin GRIFT

Implementation of technology-supported instruction is easier said than
done, particularly in 1:1 and “bring your own device” classrooms. Luckily,
there are several research-based frameworks that are easy for educators to
understand and implement. This session focuses on two of the best: SAMR
and TPACK. Explore ways technology-supported instruction can engage
students and enhance their learning. Please bring your laptop or tablet for
this session.

SESSION ONE
Becoming a Professional Learning Community

SESSION TWO
Teach to Learn – Student-Developed Activities and
Tutorials

Whether you are just beginning to build a PLC or need to regroup for your
next steps, this session provides a working knowledge based on the three big
ideas that drive a PLC. Build staﬀ understanding of what it means to work in a
PLC and incorporate strategies with a relentless focus on learning.

Musician Phil Collins said, “In learning you will teach, and in teaching you
will learn”. Explore free, readily accessible apps and web-based tools your
students can use to develop activities and tutorials for fellow students.
The benefits? Students demonstrate their mastery of content and you
build a library of resources for ongoing use. In this session, participants will
experiment with a screencasting or video tool. Please bring your laptop or
tablet for this session.

SESSION THREE
Author, Author! Ebooks Written for and by Students
Mobile technologies make it as easy for students to create ebooks as it is for
them to read digital publications. Ebooks can be written and published using
a website or, in the case of an iPad, with free and low-cost apps. Session
participants will explore tools students of all ages can use to write and publish
ebooks. Please bring your laptop or tablet for this session.
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SESSION TWO
Creating a Culture of Collaboration
Address the core factors of a school’s wellbeing: do staﬀ, students, parents
and the community feel the school is safe and is collaboration used to
enhance student learning? The Professional Learning Communities process
can successfully implement a variety of indicators for Level 1 of the High
Reliability Schools framework. Gavin will outline the main concepts and
characteristics of eﬀective PLCs.

SESSION THREE
The What and the How of Norms and Protocols
Professional dialogue is essential to the work of Professional Learning
Teams. The development and commitment to norms and protocols ensure
higher levels of relational trust and work that makes a diﬀerence to student
achievement. Understand the diﬀerence between norms that govern team
meetings and the protocols required for centring conversation on learning.
Participants will be given the opportunity to construct norms and practice
protocols and develop SMART goals that ensure teams take a collective
responsibility to student learning.

For more information visit - www.hbconf.com.au

FRIDAY 22 MAY
Tammy HEFLEBOWER
SESSION ONE
Building Academic Vocabulary
Implement a comprehensive vocabulary program. Build a system that
ensures students can engage complex texts, content-area concepts
and academic discussions. Learn a process for creating a list of essential
academic terms and phrases within content areas to use in direct instruction.
Integrate engaging and motivational techniques such as games, technology
and graphic organisers.

Kathy PEREZ
SESSION ONE
S.T.A.R.S.S.: Strategies for Teaching Academic Reading to
Struggling Students
Navigating informational texts for struggling students can be a daunting
task. Learn many diﬀerentiated strategies to help your students develop a
close reading of text, academic vocabulary and comprehension skills for
success. Using these brain-compatible instructional techniques will assist
your students in reaching instructional goals.

SESSION TWO
Using Questioning Sequences to Enhance Student
Achievement

SESSION TWO
Classroom Cures: Instructional Adaptations for Student
Success

Eﬀective questioning is one of the most important instructional tools teachers
use. During the standard era, educators developed a bias toward higher
order questions. Yet recent research encourages the use of questioning
sequences to better enhance student engagement and achievement. Learn
to ask targeted questions to improve students’ reasoning skills. The fourphase questioning sequence helps students make claims and build sound
arguments and evidence to support their points. Coordinate sequences to
elicit students’ prior knowledge and prompt the discovery of new information.
This session is for all year levels and content areas.

Do you work with students who are at risk of reading and writing failure?
Learn easy-to-use ways to modify existing lessons and assignments to
better support your students with learning disabilities. Experience dozens of
activities, tips and techniques to diversify your instruction for students with
various learning styles.

SESSION THREE
Developing Proficiency Scales
Proficiency scales help teachers identify and communicate clear progressions
of learning based on the specific standards they are teaching. They also
help teachers assess student progress toward meeting or exceeding these
standards. Participants will learn the Marzano method for creating proficiency
scales. Please bring a unit of work or lesson, as you will be engaged in a
learning-by-doing session to build a scale for use in your classroom.

Anthony MUHAMMAD

SESSION THREE
Top 10 Tools to Transform Teaching!
How can we provide instruction that maximises success for each student
while providing the appropriate level of challenge? How can we ensure that
all students acquire key concepts and skills and still account for individual
interest and motivation? What pieces need to be in place to manage a
diﬀerentiated classroom? Participants will implement key practices for
creating an environment that supports diﬀerentiated teaching and learning.

David SOUSA &
Carol Ann TOMLINSON
SESSIONS ONE TO THREE
Diﬀerentiation and the Brain Institute
Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
Transforming School Culture (this is a two-part session)
This session will address the issue of conflicting agendas within schools. A
Professional Learning Community has a very clear purpose: learning for all
students. Examine the barriers to aligning adult and school agendas and
what leaders and teachers must do to develop the synergy necessary to
guarantee learning. Explore the theoretical framework developed by Anthony
in Transforming School Culture: How to Overcome Staﬀ Division as the basis
for developing a collaborative culture. Participants will learn how staﬀ division
develops and how we can prevent it, how to empower your teacher leaders
and how to retain new talent.

SESSION THREE
The Elephants in the Room: Eliminating Barriers to
Eﬀective Collaboration
Many educators are placed into teams, but many never make progress
because personal and professional drama prevents them from focusing
on the needs of students. A house divided cannot stand! Examine all of the
psychological and sociological barriers that can interfere with a school or
team’s ability to move forward. Participants will form a clear understanding of
what it takes to create a highly collaborative culture.

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au

Phil WARRICK
SESSION ONE
Critical Habits of Transformational Leaders
Transformational leadership is about action over position and is a practice any
organisation member can engage in. Participants will explore critical habits
for transformational leadership and self-reflect on their own practices. This
session is intended for all educators and is based on a review of leadership
research including The Marzano High Reliability Schools model, The Wallace
Foundation study and Leaders of Learning.

SESSION TWO
Building a High Reliability School
Take the next step in school reform. The Marzano High Reliability Schools™
model is the product of over 40 years of educational research and
development. Be introduced to the five levels of high reliability schools and
understand the concrete steps to improving student achievement. Discover
the leading and lagging indicators and critical commitments for each level
and receive tools to help you achieve high reliability status.
continued..

conferences@hbe.com.au
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FRIDAY 22 MAY
continued..

SESSION THREE
Leading the High Reliability Initiative
This session outlines the critical commitments required by school leaders to
ensure schools are achieving high reliability status. Learn how to maintain
a collaborative and safe environment, ensure eﬀective teaching in all
classrooms and provide access to a viable curriculum.

Bruce WELLMAN
SESSION ONE
Being Growth Agents, NOT Change Agents
Define and enhance the colleague-to-colleague support relationship by
developing skills that promote adult learning and change in practice. Learn
how to balance three functions of learning-focused relationships: oﬀering
support, creating challenge and facilitating professional vision to promote
teacher growth and development.

SESSION TWO
Got Data, Now What?
This interactive session explores and applies a three-phase Collaborative
Learning Cycle that guides collective inquiry. Participants investigate
strategies that reduce defensiveness and create shared responsibility for
student learning. Learn how to apply a variety of structures to help individuals
and groups construct meaning as they interact with data and each other.

SESSION THREE
Leading Successful Teams
Explore three stances of group leadership: presenting shared information
within a structured group setting, collaborating by joining the conversation,
regardless of role or expertise and facilitating product planning, problemsolving and decision-making sessions. Learn specific strategies for each
stance, methods for flexing between the three and ways to signal role
change when this occurs.

Janelle WILLS
SESSION ONE
The Diﬀerence That Makes a Diﬀerence:
Helping Twice Exceptional Children Thrive
Gifted students with learning disabilities have learning characteristics that
set them apart from their peers. They face the daily confusion of completing
some tasks to a high level while struggling with others. This session sheds
light on the myriad of issues faced by these students and how, when
their particular learning characteristics are recognised and met, they can
experience academic and emotional success.

SESSION TWO
The Art and Science of Gifted Education
The Art and Science of Teaching is an instructional framework developed by
Dr Robert J. Marzano that ensures the balance of research-based data with
the need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of individual students.
This session draws on the links between the 41 instructional elements within
The Art and Science of Teaching framework and best practices in the field of
gifted education.

SESSION THREE
Self-Eﬃcacy: The Power Within
Children’s beliefs about their own abilities are critical influencers in their
success or failure in all undertakings, particularly in school. This session will
focus specifically upon the eﬀects of self-eﬃcacy in this belief system and
how self-eﬃcacy can be fostered through eﬀective feedback and formative
assessment practices.

HBE at WORK
Please see pg 5 for more Session Information

Dylan WILIAM

SESSION ONE
Formative Assessment – What it is and What it isn’t
A number of studies have shown that formative assessment can have
a significant impact on student achievement if the correct practices are
implemented. In this session, participants will learn to distinguish between
diﬀerent kinds of formative assessments and, more importantly, which
methods will make the most diﬀerence to student learning.

SESSIONS TWO AND THREE
Formative Assessment – Strategies and Techniques (this is
a two-part session)

My colleagues have attended this
conference for the last 3 years and as a
music specialist I was doubtful that this
would be of any use for my practice. I
was absolutely amazed at how relevant it
was and by the quality of the presenters.
I am often a little cynical about visiting
American speakers but all of the
presenters I met were accessible and
engaging with real and important things
to say. I was on the superhighway to
learning the whole 4 days.

Students do not learn what we teach. That is why classroom formative
assessment is the bridge between teaching and learning. Assessment tells
us if what we did as teachers resulted in the students learning the intended
content. Participants will learn about the five key strategies of classroom
formative assessment, all of which can be implemented immediately.
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- Chris Narroway, Rose Park
Primary School, SA

SATURDAY 23 MAY
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Carolyn COIL

Anthony
h
Muhammad
The Will to Lead: Working Together to
Create a PLC Culture
This keynote will explore the idea of Transformational Leadership.
This idea is important in both the classroom and principal’s oﬃce.
In a PLC, it means learning for all students. Eﬀective leadership
is the catalyst to developing high performing PLCs and we will
explore the strategies that inspire people to do great things for
students, as well as the strategies and behaviours that destroy
momentum and productivity.

Susan BROOKS-YOUNG
SESSION ONE
Make BYOD Programs Work for You
“Bring your own device” (BYOD) initiatives are growing in popularity but require
thoughtful planning. Participants will explore the concept of digital learning
environments and how this approach supports BYOD initiatives. Consider
instructional strategies that capitalise on the commonalities of studentowned devices and align them with the expectations for student technology
use (e.g. the ISTE Standards for Students). Please bring your laptop or tablet
for this session.

SESSION TWO
QR Codes in the Classroom – More Than a Novelty!
You’ve seen the square, black and white codes – QR Codes – that appear
on everything from newspaper pages to cereal boxes. These scannable
images provide quick links to a variety of digital resources: websites, images,
audio and more. What’s the connection between an advertising tool and the
classroom? Teachers can extend their reach in and outside of the classroom
and students can use the codes in class presentations. This hands-on session
explores ways teachers and students can generate and use QR codes to
support teaching and learning. Please bring your laptop or tablet for this
session.

SESSION THREE
Creating Content with Mobile Devices: Five Photo Stories
and One-Minute Videos
Use of photography in the classroom is common instructional practice.
Inexpensive point-and-click digital cameras allow even our youngest
students to create images of their own, while tablet devices provide access
to multiple cameras at one time. Teaching complex instructional activities
through photography can now be done with ease. The focus of this session
is on two simple, yet eﬀective instructional strategies using still photography
and video for F–12 cross-curricular lessons. Please bring your laptop or tablet
for this session.

After listening to Anthony
Muhammad I was compelled to
go back to my school and work
with my staﬀ on the culture of
collaboration to develop a positive
learning environment.
- Val Ciuﬀetelli, St Clare of Assisi
Primary School, ACT

SESSION ONE
Successful Teaching in the Diﬀerentiated Classroom
Diﬀerentiation is a teaching philosophy that moves teachers away from
the “one size fits all” curriculum that really fits no one! Review six important
aspects of diﬀerentiation in any school setting. Examine the Coil Horizontal
and Vertical Diﬀerentiation Model, which shows ways diﬀerentiation can
be tied to Bloom’s Taxonomy and higher level thinking skills. Learn how to
implement four practical diﬀerentiation strategies.

SESSION TWO
Flexible Grouping: It’s More Than Just Moving Their Seats!
The Partnership for 21st Century Skills identifies the 4Cs as essential skills for
the 21st century. Two of these are Communication and Collaboration. They
can be developed by teaching our students how to work eﬀectively in diverse
groups. Flexible grouping for the delivery of instruction is the cornerstone of
diﬀerentiation and one of the best ways to foster our students’ abilities to
work together. Discuss advantages and disadvantages of various grouping
patterns, the needs students have to learn from their peers, the importance of
face-to-face communication and the positive results that come from learning
in small groups. Look at the 13 Guidelines for Managing Flexible Groups and
consider the logistics and management of group work.

SESSION THREE
Creativity x 4: Creative Learning Strategies for the
Classroom
Recent research shows that today’s students are less creative than those
of earlier generations. Yet two of the most important 21st century skills are
creativity and innovation. Learn ways to teach and use these skills and discover
how problem-solving can work alongside critical and creative thinking. See
four user-friendly formats – Questivities™, SCAMPER, Six Thinking Hats and
Encounter Lessons – that enhance creativity. Understand how each format
provides ways for students to work on research and listening skills, storytelling
and creative projects. You will actively participate in four mini-lessons and will
take back samples of all four formats.

Erin ERCEG
SESSION ONE
Creating a Friendly School: A Step-by-Step Guide to
Whole-School Approach to Bullying Prevention
Friendly Schools supports learning communities on their journey to create
secure environments for children to learn in. Discover an easy-to-follow,
evidence-based process that eﬀectively implements a whole-school initiative
to prevent bullying. Practical strategies and resources will be introduced to
identify your school’s current strengths and needs, including toolkits that
have been developed and evaluated over the past 12 years in consultation
with staﬀ, parents and students in Australian schools.

SESSION TWO
Building a Friendly School Culture: Enhancing Social and
Emotional Capability
Learn highly eﬀective strategies to improve students’ social and emotional
competencies and directly reduce bullying. These interactive, studentcentred learning activities have been researched with over 20 000 students
in Australian schools and are directly linked to the Australian Curriculum’s
personal and social capabilities. Included are strategies to reduce
cyberbullying and other inappropriate online behaviours.
continued..

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au

conferences@hbe.com.au
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SESSIONS AT A GLANCE
Friday 22
8.00 a.m.

OFFICIAL OPENING

8.30 a.m. - 9.15 a.m.

Keynote Speaker

How Do We Prepare Our Students for a
World We Cannot Imagine?

WILIAM

9.30 a.m. – 11.00 a.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER
MUHAMMAD
PEREZ
SOUSA &
TOMLINSON

Session One

TPACK and SAMR – Models for Eﬀective Technology
Integration
Motivating Underachievers
Becoming a Professional Learning Community
Building Academic Vocabulary
Transforming School Culture (Part 1 of a two-part session)
S.T.A.R.S.S.: Strategies for Teaching Academic Reading to
Struggling Students
Diﬀerentiation and the Brain Institute (Part 1 of 3)

WARRICK

Critical Habits of Transformational leaders

WELLMAN

Being Growth Agents, NOT Change Agents

WILIAM
WILLS
HBE @ WORK

Formative Assessment – What it is and What it isn’t
The Diﬀerence that Makes a Diﬀerence: Helping Twice
Exceptional Children Thrive
An Introduction to the Embedding Formative Assessment
Professional Development Pack

11.30 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER
MUHAMMAD
PEREZ
SOUSA &
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
WILLS
HBE @ WORK

Teach to Learn – Student-Developed Activities and Tutorials
Challenging the Mindset of the “Hidden” Underachiever
Creating a Culture of Collaboration
Using Questioning Sequences to Enhance Student
Achievement
Transforming School Culture (Part 2 of a two-part session)
Classroom Cures: Instructional Adaptations for Student
Success

COIL
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER
MUHAMMAD
PEREZ
SOUSA &
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
WILLS
HBE @ WORK
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8.30 a.m. - 9.15 a.m.
MUHAMMAD

BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
ERCEG
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS
MUHAMMAD
PEREZ
SOUSA
WARRICK

Session Three

Author, Author! Ebooks Writtent for and by Students
Seven Steps to Successful Student Achievement
The What and the How of Norms and Protocols
Developing Proficiency Scales
The Elephants in the Room: Eliminating Barriers to Eﬀective
Collaboration
Top 10 Tools to Transform Teaching!
Diﬀerentiation and the Brain Institute (Part 3 of 3)
Leading the High Reliability Initiative
Leading Successful Teams

Formative Assessment – Strategies and Techniques (Part 2 of
a two-part session)
Self-Eﬃcacy: The Power Within
Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

Creating a Friendly School: A Step-by-Step Guide to WholeSchool Approach to Bullying Prevention
Teachers as Architects of Learning: 12 Considerations for
Constructing a Successful Learning Experience
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 1 of 6)
The Will to Lead: Creating Healthy School Culture (Part 1 of
a two-part session)
Creating a WOW-Worthy Space for ALL Students to Learn!
(Part 1 of a two-part session)
How Technology is Changing the Brain – and What to Do
About it
Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks

Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 1 of 3)
Teach Your Students How to WRITE!

11.30 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
ERCEG
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS
MUHAMMAD

WARRICK

An Introduction to the Embedding Formative Assessment
Professional Development Pack

Successful Teaching in the Diﬀerentiated Classroom

WILIAM
HBE @ WORK

SOUSA

The Art and Science of Gifted Education

Make BYOD Programs Work for You

Making Meetings Matter: How to Be Time Eﬀective and
Time Eﬃcient

Building a High Reliability School

Formative Assessment – Strategies and Techniques (Part 1
of a two-part session)

Session One

WELLMAN

PEREZ

Got Data, Now What?

Keynote Speaker

The Will to Lead: Working Together to
Create a PLC Culture

9.30 a.m. – 11.00 a.m.

Diﬀerentiation and the Brain Institute (Part 2 of 3)

2.00 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG

Session Two

Saturday 23

WELLMAN
WILIAM
HBE @ WORK

QR Codes in the Classroom – More Than a Novelty!
Flexible Grouping: It’s More Than Just Moving Their Seats!
Building a Friendly School Culture: Enhancing Social and
Emotional Capability
Teachers as Architects of Learning: Becoming More
Deliberate in Your Practice
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 2 of 6)
The Will to Lead: Creating Healthy School Culture (Part 2 of
a two-part session)
Creating a WOW-Worthy Space for ALL Students to Learn!
(Part 2 of a two-part session)
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Teaching Argumentation
The Adaptive School – Developing Strong, Collaborative
Culture
Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 2 of 3)
Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

2.00 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
ERCEG
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS
MUHAMMAD

Session Two

Session Three

Creating Content with Mobile Devices: Five Photo Stories
and One-Minute Videos
Creativity x 4: Creative Learning Strategies for the
Classroom
Social and Emotional Learning in the Classroom
Teachers as Architects of Learning: How to Strengthen your
Use of Explicit Instruction
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 3 of 6)
The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader

PEREZ

Put Pizzazz in Your Lessons: a Palette of Possibilities!

SOUSA

Update on How the Brain Learns to Read

WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
HBE @ WORK

Guaranteeing Eﬀective Teaching in Every Classroom
Got Data, Now What?
Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 3 of 3)
Build Fundamental Maths Skills with CAMS® Plus,
STAMS® Plus & Solve!

For more information visit - www.hbconf.com.au

SESSIONS AT A GLANCE
Sunday 24
8.30 a.m. - 9.15 a.m.
SOUSA

FLANAGAN
HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS
MCTIGHE
PEREZ
SLOPER
SOUSA
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
HBE @ WORK

FLANAGAN
HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS
MCTIGHE
PEREZ
SLOPER
SOUSA
TOMLINSON

Session One

TPACK and SAM – Models for Eﬀective Technology
Integration
Talk the Walk as well as Walk the Talk
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 4 of 6)
Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 1 of 6)
Voluminous Vocabulary Strategies for Reading Success!
(Part 1 of a two-part session)
Leading a Professional Learning Community –
Making it Happen
How Technology is Changing the Brain – and What to Do
About it
Getting Started with Diﬀerentiation
Coaching Classroom Instruction (Part 1 of a two-part
session)

8.30 a.m. - 9.15 a.m.
WELLMAN

BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL
ERCEG
PEREZ
MCTIGHE
MUHAMMAD
SOUSA
TOMLINSON
WARRICK

Formative Assessment – What it is and What it isn’t
Brigance CIBS-II: Literacy and Maths Assessment for Special
Needs Students

Session Two

Finding the Right Tool for the Job

WILLS
HBE @ WORK

COIL

The Art and Science of Feedback!
Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

Session Two

Make BYOD Programs Work for You
Motivating Underachievers

PEREZ

Closing the Achievement Gap Using Formative Assessments

MCTIGHE
MUHAMMAD
SOUSA
TOMLINSON

The Ethics of Diﬀerentiation

WELLMAN

WELLMAN

Principled Curriculum Design

WILLS

Brigance Transition Skills Inventory and Activities – Preparing
High Needs and Exceptional Students for Life After
Secondary School

2.00 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.
FLANAGAN

Engaging and Extending Student Thinking

Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 2 of 6)
Voluminous Vocabulary Strategies for Reading Success! (Part
2 of a two-part session)
Principal as a PLC Leader: The “How to” of Creating a
Learning Centred School
From STEM to STEAM: Integrating the Arts for Greater
Success (Part 1 of a two-part session)

WARRICK

HEFLEBOWER &
WILLS

Building a High Reliability School

Change: From “Behaviour Management” to “Supporting
Students to Manage Their Own Behaviour”

Making Meetings Matter: How to Be Time Eﬀective and Time
Eﬃcient

BROOKS-YOUNG

Getting Started with Diﬀerentiation

ERCEG

Coaching Classroom Instruction (Part 2 of a two-part session)

HBE @ WORK

How the Brian Influences Behaviour

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 5 of 6)

WARRICK

WILIAM

Session One

Increase Students’ Speaking and Listening Skills Using
Podcasting
Diﬀerentiation, RTI and Achievement: How They Work
Together
Student Leaders: Agents for Change in Creating a
Friendly School
Write On! Write Now! Proven Strategies for
Teaching Writing
Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 4 of 6)
Building a High Performing Professional Learning
Community (Part 1 of a two-part session)

11.30 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG

Inspiring to Influencing – Leading Professional Learning
Community

Keynote Speaker

Community Doesn’t Just Happen

9.30 a.m. – 11.00 a.m.

WELLMAN

Teacher Feedback: What Works!

11.30 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG

Keynote Speaker

Designing Brain-Friendly Schools in the
Age of Accountability

9.30 a.m. – 11.00 a.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG

Monday 25

Session Three

Raise the Bar for Student Presentations Using Web-Based
Tools and Apps
The Fine Art to Leading Teaching Learning

HBE @ WORK

Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 5 of 6)
Building a High Performing Professional Learning
Community (Part 2 of a two-part session)
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Strategies for Diﬀerentiating Instructions, F–5 (Part 1 of a
two-part session)
Using Questioning Sequences to Enhancing Student
Achievement
Developing Strategic Thinkers, readers and Writers
Becoming a Reflective Teacher
Build Fundamental Maths Skills with CAMS® Plus,
STAMS® Plus & Solve!

2.00 p.m. – 3.30 p.m.
BROOKS-YOUNG
COIL

Session Three

Creating Content wit Mobile Devices: Five Photo Stories and
One-Minute Videos
Challenging the Mindset of the “Hidden” Underachiever

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 6 of 6)

ERCEG

Creating a Friendly School: a Step-by-Step Guide to WholeSchool Approach to Bullying Prevention

MCTIGHE

Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 3 of 6)

PEREZ

Supporting Student Success: Social–Emotional Learning

PEREZ

Text Complexity: Innovative Ideas for Informational Texts

MCTIGHE

Understanding by Design: An Introduction to Curriculum
Design (Part 6 of 6)

SLOPER
SOUSA
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
HBE @ WORK

Building and Maintaining a response to Intervention
From STEM to STEAM: Integrating the Arts for Greater
Success (Part 2 of a two-part session)
The Role of Formative Assessment in a Diﬀerentiated
Classroom
Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks
Lenses and Language: From Novice to Expert Practice

SOUSA
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILLS

Principled Assessment Design
Prepare Students for School Success with Brigance Early
Childhood Resources

03 8558 2444

MUHAMMAD

03 8558 2400

HBE @ WORK

The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader
Update in How the Brain Learns to Read
Strategies for Diﬀerentiating Instructions, F–5 (Part 2 of a
two-part session)
Critical Habits of Transformational Leaders
Talking to Learn: Structuring Engaging Classroom
Conversations to Support Student Learning
The Art and Science of Gifted Education
Prepare Students for School Success with Brigance Early
Childhood Resources

conferences@hbe.com.au
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SATURDAY 23 MAY
continued..
continued..

SESSION THREE
Social and Emotional Learning in the Classroom

SESSION THREE
The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader

Social and Emotional Learning is the process of acquiring particular strengths
that contribute to resilience and wellbeing. Gain a deeper understanding of
each of the social and emotional capabilities including self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, relationship skills and social decision-making.
Participants will engage in interactive, student-centred learning activities.

Focus on the four critical behaviours of a change leader: communication, trust
building, capacity building and fair/reasonable accountability. Examine the
components of Emotional Intelligence and how they play a major role in the
development of human and professional capital. We will explore a process
that will help any leader get everyone on the bus! Learn important relationship
and strategic leadership skills.

Gavin GRIFT
SESSION ONE
Teachers as Architects of Learning: 12 Considerations for
Constructing a Successful Learning Experience
Gavin will outline the 12 considerations for constructing a successful learning
experience for every student. The session is based on key educational
learning theory and is designed to give educators key insights into their own
practice.

SESSION TWO
Teachers as Architects of Learning: Becoming More
Deliberate in Your Practice
Teachers who place learning at the heart of their practice do whatever it takes
to ensure their students achieve. Gavin will help participants understand
how the educational beliefs teachers hold can impact their actions in the
classroom. By becoming more aware of the role diﬀerent learning theories
have on their classroom instruction, participants will discover how to become
more deliberate in their capacity to develop as teachers and as architects of
learning.

SESSION THREE
Teachers as Architects of Learning: How to Strengthen
Your Use of Explicit Instruction
“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and
attended to with diligence.” Abigail Adams
In this session, participants will develop a shared understanding of what
explicit instruction is and how it has a significant impact on the teaching and
learning process. Benefits will be shared as participants reflect on their own
teaching through the introduction of four key elements of explicit instruction.

Tammy HEFLEBOWER
& Janelle WILLS
TWO-DAY INSTITUTE – SATURDAY 23 SUNDAY 24 MAY
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

Anthony MUHAMMAD
SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
The Will to Lead: Creating Healthy School Cultures (this is

Kathy PEREZ
SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
Creating a WOW-Worthy Space for ALL Students to
Learn! (this is a two-part session)
Learning zones in a classroom provide innovative opportunities for students
to practise their skills while facilitating independent learning. Discover
creative and practical techniques to organise your space and inspire your
learners! Engage students in learning zones and centres while the other
groups work with the teacher. Implement key practices to create an engaging
environment that supports diﬀerentiated teaching and learning. Find out how
to increase student productivity, achievement and enthusiasm for learning.

SESSION THREE
Put Pizzazz in Your Lessons: A Palette of Possibilities!
Are you looking for innovative ways to modify your lessons to account for
diverse levels of student readiness, interests and learning styles, while
keeping teacher preparation time reasonable? Join Kathy Perez as she shares
a fast-paced, humorous and inspirational session with ideas on practical
diﬀerentiated strategies to increase the achievement of each student.

David SOUSA
SESSION ONE
How Technology is Changing the Brain – and What to Do
About it
Our brain continually reorganises itself based on input from its environment, a
process called neuroplasticity. Technology is a dominant part of our lifestyle
and the brain is adapting accordingly. But not all neural adaptations have
beneficial outcomes for teaching and learning. Explore the profound impact
that technology has on the brain’s ability to focus, persist, remember, multitask and get much-needed sleep. Technology is here to stay and teachers
need to be aware of its impact in order to plan more successful lessons.

SESSION TWO
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Learn how the brain processes mathematical concepts and why some students
develop maths anxiety! Examine the latest neuroscientific findings and discuss
the impact this information has for teaching mathematics. We will look at
the cognitive mechanisms for learning mathematics and the environmental
and developmental factors that contribute to student diﬃculties. Learn the
instructional strategies and activities for a mathematics-friendly classroom.

a two-part session)

SESSION THREE
Update on How the Brain Learns to Read

A leader who understands how to motivate, build consensus and develop
human capital is worth his/her weight in gold. Understand the true value
of school culture, the importance of a shared vision, how to manage staﬀ
frustration and how to construct collaborative relationships. Learn strategies
to improve emotional intelligence and staﬀ motivation.
continued..

Look at the latest neuroscience of reading. Learn how young brains make
sense of printed language and how teachers can use that information to
reach students of all ages and skill levels. Tailor strategies to the unique
needs of students with dyslexia and other reading diﬃculties. Come find
out what is new so you can ensure a brighter future for your students in the
classroom and beyond.
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SATURDAY 23 MAY
Phil WARRICK

Dylan WILIAM

SESSION ONE
Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks

SESSIONS ONE TO THREE
Embedding Formative Assessment Institute

Focus specifically on seven elements from The Art and Science of Teaching
framework that will provide examples and processes to help students
engage in critical thinking. Construct ideas on how some of the processes
might be applied in your specific content and classroom.

In this one-day institute, Dylan will cover why we need to raise achievement,
what’s been tried and what hasn’t worked. This will include explaining why
improving educational achievement is an economic priority for all countries.
Participants will learn why previous attempts to improve educational
achievement have been largely unsuccessful and what needs to be done to
improve educational outcomes at scale.

SESSION TWO
Teaching Argumentation

Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

Students are increasingly asked to present claims, identify errors in reasoning,
evaluate rhetoric and so on. Discover the importance of teaching students
to construct organised, evidence-based arguments. Marzano Institute
trainers will describe the research behind teaching argumentation in F–12
classrooms, outline component skills of eﬀective argumentation, provide
concrete teaching strategies and explain how to help students practise these
skills through games and activities.

SESSION THREE
Guaranteeing Eﬀective Teaching in Every Classroom

HBE @ WORK
Please see pg 5 for more Session Information

Address factors that develop and maintain eﬀective instruction in every
classroom, as the quality of teaching in classrooms is a central feature of
eﬀective schooling. Phil explains the evidence-based instructional framework
from Marzano’s The Art and Science of Teaching that enables the acquisition
of a common language of instruction across a school.

Bruce WELLMAN
SESSION ONE
Making Meetings Matter: How to Be Time Eﬀective and
Time Eﬃcient
Expand personal facilitation skills for conducting productive work sessions
with adult groups. Bruce will demonstrate how to eﬀectively apply processes
to balance task focus and enhance relationships among group members,
supporting problem-solving, planning and decision-making.

SESSION TWO
The Adaptive School – Developing Strong, Collaborative
Culture
Adaptive Schools is a practical set of ideas and tools used to turn collaborative
groups into eﬀective problem solvers who enhance student learning. Learn
about research findings on professional communities in schools and the why,
what and how of becoming adaptive. Understand how to apply structures for
collaborative conversations.

SESSION THREE
Got Data, Now What?
Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session Two.

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au

The Conference far exceeded my
expectations. I did all four days and
couldn’t wait to get there each day.
Even by the last session on the last
day, I reluctantly left the session to
catch the train to the airport. A terrific
location for the event and wonderful
hospitality made the experience one
of the best conferences I’ve attended.
The quality of the speakers was
impressive.
- Lisa Melis, Merici
College, ACT
The 2014 HBE Conference
was a timely boost to my own
professional development,
as well as informing my
organisation for future reform
and improvement.
- John Campbell, Catholic Education
Oﬃce Rockhampton, QLD

conferences@hbe.com.au
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SUNDAY 24 MAY
continued..

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

SESSION TWO
Inspiring to Influencing – Leading Professional Learning
Community

David Sousa
Designing Brain-Friendly Schools in the Age of
Accountability
This cutting-edge keynote discusses some remarkable findings
on brain research about how we learn and their implications for
everyone involved in building, leading and teaching in schools. Can
we really embrace school change in the age of high stakes testing
and accountability? There will definitely be some surprises!

Susan BROOKS-YOUNG
SESSION ONE
TPACK and SAMR – Models for Eﬀective Technology
Integration
Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session One

SESSION THREE
The Fine Art to Leading Teaching Learning
A fundamental diﬀerence between a traditional school and a professional
learning community is the importance of providing eﬀective, continuous, jobembedded learning for adults. Schools are now being called to recognise
that the principles of eﬀective adult learning are significantly diﬀerent
to the principles of student learning. In this session, Tonia will outline the
fundamentals of adult learning and how these strategies can best support
your school when teacher learning is paramount. Concepts explored will
include the processes for creating intentional interruptions that are more
likely to improve teacher practice through committing to new ways of
working. Professional learning teams provide the goals and the purposes for
adult learning as well as recognising the individual and situational diﬀerence
for adults to learn eﬀectively.

Tammy HEFLEBOWER
& Janelle WILLS

SESSION TWO
Finding the Right Tool for the Job
Our students’ use of technology outside of school continues to grow and
there is increasing pressure to embrace the use of these technologies in the
classroom, particularly tablets and smartphones. One factor driving interest
in these devices is the app. Gain an overview of apps and the strategies for
selecting appropriate apps to use in school. Please bring your laptop or tablet
for this session.

SESSION THREE
Raise the Bar for Student Presentations Using
Web-Based Tools and Apps

TWO-DAY INSTITUTE – SATURDAY 23 SUNDAY 24 MAY
The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

Jay MCTIGHE

We often ask students to demonstrate learning through oral presentations.
Mobile devices and traditional technologies oﬀer many ways for students
to work independently or collaboratively to share information in creative
ways. Participants will review a sample of web-based tools and apps that are
appropriate for use by students in years F–12. You will work in small teams to
create a brief sample presentation. Please bring your laptop or tablet for this
session.

TWO-DAY INSTITUTE - SUNDAY 24 MONDAY 25 MAY
Understanding by Design:
An Introduction to Curriculum Design
Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

Kathy PEREZ

Tonia FLANAGAN

SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
Voluminous Vocabulary Strategies for Reading Success!

SESSION ONE
Talk the Walk as well as Walk the Talk
The success of a Professional Learning Community directly depends upon
the success of the leadership team to lead the process. Learn about what it
takes to eﬀectively re-culture a school through the PLC lens. Tonia will outline
what a Professional Learning Community is and explain the interrelationship
between culture and structure for change. This will include a focus on how
to create and implement a vision for the type of school you want to become
whilst ensuring educators remain focused on the right work that makes the
biggest diﬀerence. This session is for any member of a leadership team who
is striving to lead the change that they would like to see in their school.
continued..
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This session will provide key insights and strategies in how you can become
influential and inspirational in your approach to transformative leadership.
Tonia will draw from her PLC leadership within systems and schools to share
the qualities highly eﬀective leaders must embrace to continuously improve
school culture. Participants will be given the opportunity to reflect on their own
leadership approach by investigating the diﬀerence between what traditional
leaders have done in schools and what PLC leaders are called to become.

(this is a two-part session)
Come to experience a variety of “fab vocab” strategies that are active,
engaging ways to expand the listening and reading vocabulary of your
students! These techniques are hands-on, practical and eﬀective – well suited
to busy classroom learning programs! Involve your students in the wonderful
world of words. Motivating strategies are flexible enough to be successful
with struggling readers and accelerated students. As students increase their
vocabularies, they boost their reading comprehension and strengthen their
ability to tackle informational text. Over 20 ready-to-use techniques for your
vocabulary “tool kit” will be shared. Reduce lesson preparation time with timeeﬃcient, multi-use vocabulary teaching strategies across the curriculum.
continued..

For more information visit - www.hbconf.com.au

SUNDAY 24 MAY
continued..

SESSION THREE
Text Complexity: Innovative Ideas for Informational Texts
Navigating informational text can be a daunting task – especially for our
struggling readers! Come to experience practical, research-based strategies
to make informational text more “real” with your students. Learn the eﬀective
techniques for comprehension strategies that successful readers use.
Explore how to make informational literacy more intentional, connected
and engaging. Stimulate all students’ interest in reading with outstanding
nonfiction texts and how to integrate them across the curriculum!

SESSION ONE
How Technology is Changing the Brain – and What to Do
About It
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session One

SESSIONS TWO AND THREE
From STEM to STEAM: Integrating the Arts for Greater
Success (this is a two-part session)

Colin SLOPER

SESSION ONE
Leading a Professional Learning Community – Making
it Happen
Moving beyond the theory of what a Professional Learning Community is, this
session provides participants with the tools and practical strategies needed
to ensure that a robust Professional Learning Community can thrive. During
this session, participants will learn about key technical and organisation
processes they can use to support the transformation of their school as a
PLC. Learn examples of ways to build the leadership capabilities of key staﬀ
and to maintain the momentum for continued school improvement.

SESSION TWO
Principal as a PLC Leader: The “How to” of Creating a
Learning-Centred School
Ensuring a school’s focus remains on learning is a key challenge for all
leaders and teachers in a Professional Learning Community. Countless tasks
compete for our attention and time, interruptions distract us and “good ideas”
conspire to shift our focus. The use of long and short term SMART goals,
Professional Learning Team meetings, Common Formative Assessment
tasks and data analysis can assist us in ensuring our focus as leaders and
teachers remains on learning at all times. In this session, participants will
develop a deeper knowledge of these key elements to ensure a focus on
learning.

SESSION THREE
Building and Maintaining a Response to Intervention
In a PLC, the belief is that all students can and must learn critical skills and
knowledge. To ensure this is achieved, the amount of time devoted to
learning and the range of support given to students must vary. Establishing
a school-wide response to intervention is key in allowing time and support,
but it can be diﬃcult to maintain. In this session, participants will develop
their understanding and technical skills to establish a successful and robust
whole-school systematic response to intervention, which supports learning
for all students.

The best PD event of my year. The
source of much of my motivation
and drive in my own classrooms
and amongst colleagues. Loved it.
Thank you so much.
- Julie Wetherbee, Carey Baptist
Grammar School, VIC

03 8558 2444

David SOUSA

www.hbconf.com.au

Several countries, including Australia, have focused on initiatives to improve
student achievement in science, technology, engineering and mathematics
– the so-called STEM subjects. But are they really working? We need to build
the skills mathematicians and scientists need! “A” is for the arts, as well as
for the advantage that students gain when you integrate the arts into daily
STEM instruction. As research in cognitive and social neuroscience shows, arts
activities enhance creativity, problem solving, memory systems and analytical
skills – all of which are critical for achieving success in the STEM disciplines.
In Session one, we explore the details of brain research connecting
STEM and the arts and discuss the advantages of integrating art activities
into STEM instruction. Examine teacher-tested techniques for fitting the arts
into STEM classrooms so teachers work smarter, not harder. In Session two,
discover more lesson plans and a teacher-tested template for planning
STEAM lessons.

Carol Ann TOMLINSON
SESSION ONE
Getting Started with Diﬀerentiation
Early-career teachers and veterans alike can find the idea of diﬀerentiation
to be daunting. It seems to call on us to change comfortable habits of
practice in favour of something less familiar, while surrounded by a room full
of young bodies that already require more attention that we know how to
provide. Like every other worthwhile endeavour, mastery of diﬀerentiation
takes time. Developing competence and confidence begins with simple and
measured steps and grows with increased thought and practise. This session
will suggest and illustrate several ways teachers can begin to diﬀerentiate
instruction (or diﬀerentiate more purposefully) by using approaches that
respond to both the needs of the teacher and of their students.

SESSION TWO
The Ethics of Diﬀerentiation
It’s easy to think of diﬀerentiation as an “extra” that teachers add to their
practice if they have time, as something teachers are told they have to do or
as a set of instructional strategies teachers apply in the classroom. But at its
core, diﬀerentiation has strong ethical underpinnings that frame its principles
and practices as a moral and ethical compass for instructional planning. This
session will examine the ethical “root system” of diﬀerentiation and explore
reasons for considering diﬀerentiation as serving the ethical mission of
education.

SESSION THREE
The Role of Formative Assessment in a Diﬀerentiated
Classroom
Eﬀective use of formative assessment may be the teacher’s best ally in
supporting students’ academic growth. It requires close alignment between
curricular goals and formative assessment, teacher use of assessment results
to modify upcoming instruction, clarity of feedback provided to students and
a climate of trust that predicts student engagement. Examine the hallmarks
of assessment that results in improved teaching and learning.

conferences@hbe.com.au
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SUNDAY 24 MAY
Phil WARRICK

Dylan WILIAM

SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
Coaching Classroom Instruction (this is a two-part session)

SESSION ONE
Formative Assessment – What it is and What it isn’t

Provide targeted, constructive support for instructional change. Coaching is
recognised by the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership
(AITSL) as an important professional learning strategy that supports the
professional growth of teachers. Coaching can play a significant role in
broadening educators’ instructional repertoire and improving both teaching
and learning. To do this, coaches must help teachers identify areas for
potential growth, practise strategies associated with those areas and adjust
their teaching in response to feedback. These sessions provide instructional
coaches, heads of departments and school leaders with step-by-step
guidelines for working with teachers to increase their eﬀectiveness.

Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session One

Participants will learn strategies for oﬀering targeted feedback, nurturing the
drive for self-improvement and engaging teachers in the process of growing
their professional knowledge and skills. Empower teachers to respond to
student needs and you will help them experience success in the classroom.

SESSION THREE
Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session One

Bruce WELLMAN
SESSION ONE
Teacher Feedback: What Works!
Connect student learning and agreed-upon teaching standards to the
feedback you oﬀer your teachers as you jointly examine student and
classroom performance and outcomes. Learn to apply verbal and non-verbal
structures and tools for framing productive conversations that use data to
analyse professional practice and determine areas for growth.

SESSION TWO
Principled Curriculum Design
Curriculum design is an important part of every school’s work, but too often
it is done in an ad hoc manner. What is needed is an approach to curriculum
development that is “loose” enough to be applied diﬀerently in diﬀerent
schools, but still “tight” enough to be more than just the “pet topics” of those
in charge – in other words, a principled approach to the design of curriculum
and associated assessment. In this session, Dylan will present seven principles
that, from reviews of the best curricula worldwide, appear to be particularly
useful for schools to use as “audit tools” for examining the curriculum.

SESSION THREE
Principled Assessment Design
Although improving formative assessment is essential to improving outcomes
for students, it is important that attention is given to how assessment can
support summative functions such as recording, monitoring and reporting
progress. In this session, participants will learn about how a “backward design”
approach to assessment can lead to more eﬀective assessment systems. In
addition, participants will learn about how to ensure quality in assessment
and how assessment can better support target setting in schools.

HBE @ WORK
Please see pg 5 for more Session Information

SESSION TWO
Making Meetings Matter: How to Be Time Eﬀective and
Time Eﬃcient
Repeat Session, Saturday 23 May; Session One

SESSION THREE
Lenses and Language: From Novice to Expert Practice
This session oﬀers descriptors and definitions of expert teaching practice
and the stages of how it develops. Drawing on the emerging research on
expertise in various arenas, we will explore ways in which high levels of
thinking and craft develop in educational practitioners. We will examine five
lenses for examining and reflecting upon expert teaching practice.

Loved the Australian flavour. Gavin
Grift’s workshop was not so much
about classroom tools as strategies
for keeping the whole school culture
alive and positive in the spirit of
continuous improvement.

After listening to Anthony
Muhammad I was compelled to
go back to my school and work
with my staﬀ on the culture of
collaboration to develop a positive
learning environment.
- Val Ciuﬀetelli, St Clare of Assisi
Primary School, ACT
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Wendy Lithgow, Crafers
Primary School, SA

MONDAY 25 MAY
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Erin ERCEG
SESSION ONE
Student Leaders: Agents for Change in Creating a
Friendly School

Bruce WELLMAN
Community Doesn’t Just Happen
Developing professional communities in schools doesn’t happen
by chance. Productive and engaging group work arises from
purposeful structures, eﬀective processes and skillful facilitation.
Bruce explores the essential elements of eﬀective learning
communities and predictable tensions that emerge during group
work. It also oﬀers approaches for increasing the collective
intelligence of working groups.

Susan BROOKS-YOUNG
SESSION ONE
Increase Students’ Speaking and Listening Skills Using
Podcasting
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SUNDAY 24 MAY

In societies where visual media regularly supersedes audio media, students
have fewer opportunities to learn how to listen and speak well. But much
communication relies on the ability to speak and to listen. Tablet devices are
tools both teachers and students can use to address these two important
skills. Focus on tools that can be leveraged to enhance students’ abilities to
speak and listen well. Participants work in small teams to script and record a
brief podcast. Please bring your laptop or tablet for this session.

SESSION TWO
Make BYOD Programs Work for You
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session One

SESSION THREE
Creating Content with Mobile Devices: Five Photo Stories
and One-Minute Videos
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session Three

Carolyn COIL
SESSION ONE
Diﬀerentiation, RTI and Achievement:
How They Work Together
How can we meet the needs of all students, including those who struggle
academically or behaviourally and those who are far ahead of their same-age
peers? The RTI approach uses research-based interventions and monitors
each student’s progress toward success. Explore achievement strategies
and interventions and learn how to identify student needs through the use of
pre- and formative assessment. Monitor student progress using the Coil RTI
Progress Monitoring Form™.

SESSION TWO
Motivating Underachievers

Social marketing is crucial in establishing a commitment to a whole-school
vision. Students are highly eﬀective as leaders for change in the school
community to support the prevention of bullying and cyberbullying. Explore
strategies for engaging students in clearly defining and promoting key
messages for whole-school community change. This will include ideas and
feedback from real Australian student leaders.

SESSION TWO
Change: From “Behaviour Management” to “Supporting
Students to Manage Their Own Behaviour”
The role of teachers is not to “manage student’s behaviour” but for students to
manage their own behaviours. Supporting emotional, social and behavioural
development enables students to eﬀectively engage in their learning and
enhances their motivation to reach their full potential.

SESSION THREE
Creating a Friendly School: A Step-by-Step Guide to
Whole-School Approach to Bullying Prevention
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session One

Kathy PEREZ
SESSION ONE
Write On! Write Now! Proven Strategies for Teaching Writing
Discover practical “writing to learn” techniques and creative approaches to the
writing process. Experience the best new practices for “Six Traits” Instruction!
Teach the essential skills that boost writing performance: ideas, organisation,
voice, word choice, sentence fluency and conventions. Manage interactive
and independent writing tasks while maximising your writing instruction
across content areas.

SESSION TWO
Closing the Achievement Gap Using Formative Assessments
Learn how to make assessment fun and meaningful for both you and your
students. Discover eﬀective strategies to implement alternative, classroombased assessment tools. Explore ways to assess ongoing student progress.
Promote flexibility of practice, gather and analyse data and set up studentfocused interventions to close the achievement gap. Learn new ways to use
diagnostic information to inform instruction in your diﬀerentiated classroom.

SESSION THREE
Supporting Student Success: Social–Emotional Learning
We must teach, model and practise the very skills that the world demands
students master: confidence, perseverance, controlling emotions, goal
setting, empathy and maintaining relationships. Social and emotional learning
is a powerful tool to make this happen. When students work together as
teams they learn to collaborate, communicate and resolve conflicts and
prepare for success in the modern workplace.

Jay MCTIGHE

Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session One

SESSION THREE
Challenging the Mindset of the “Hidden” Underachiever

TWO-DAY INSTITUTE – SUNDAY 24 MONDAY 25 MAY
UbD: An Introduction to Curriculum Design

Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session Two

Please see pg 4 for Institute Information

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au
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MONDAY 25 MAY
Anthony MUHAMMAD
SESSIONS ONE AND TWO
Building a High Performing Professional Learning
Community (this is a two-part session)

Phil WARRICK
SESSION ONE
Building a High Reliability School
Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session Two

Bring the three Big Ideas in a PLC to life in a school. Emphasis in session
one will be placed on developing a Focus on Learning and a Collaborative
Culture. Session two will focus on powerful assessment systems and
eﬀective academic interventions for struggling students. Learn how to
establish and guide high-powered collaborative teams and create common
assessments and an eﬀective academic intervention system that meets the
individual needs of students.

SESSION TWO
Using Questioning Sequences to Enhance Student
Achievement

SESSION THREE
The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader

Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session One

Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session Three

David SOUSA
SESSION ONE
How the Brain Influences Behaviour
Explore recent research on how the brain learns, as well as practical
applications to the teaching/learning process. The session includes topics
such as the brain’s information processing system, what the “wired” brain
of today’s student expects in school, the eﬀects of emotions and the selfconcept on learning, understanding memory and improving recall. David will
update the participants on brain research into learning, so they can consider
which strategies are more likely to result in successful learning.

SESSION TWO
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session Two

Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session Two (see Tammy Heflebower)

SESSION THREE
Critical Habits of Transformational Leaders

Bruce WELLMAN
SESSION ONE
Engaging and Extending Student Thinking
Develop teaching methods that focus and stretch students’ abilities to
organise, analyse and apply information and ideas. Learn how to embed
content-specific thinking processes within lesson and unit designs.

SESSION TWO
Developing Strategic Thinkers, Readers and Writers
Analyse the skills of literate learners by examining the developmental
stages of strategic thinking in learning to read and write. Learn methods for
implementing reading and writing skills during content-area instruction.

SESSION THREE
Talking to Learn: Structuring Engaging Classroom
Conversations to Support Student Learning
Increase yours and your students’ skills for engaging in meaningful classroom
discourse. Enhance the power of teacher questions and learn scaﬀolds for
teaching questioning skills to students. Learn the diﬀerence between the
tools for teaching classroom dialogue and discussion skills.

SESSION THREE
Update on How the Brain Learns to Read
Repeat Session from Saturday 23 May; Session Three

Carol Ann TOMLINSON
SESSION ONE
Getting Started with Diﬀerentiation
Repeat Session from Sunday 24 May; Session One

SESSIONS TWO AND THREE
Strategies for Diﬀerentiating Instruction, F–5 (this is a twopart session)
Teachers who seek to maximise the learning success of all their students
work diligently to create classrooms in which “one size fits all” instruction
is replaced by instruction that is goal-focused and responsive to student
variance. We must develop a repertoire of strategies that invite attention
to students’ learning needs while addressing content requirements. Learn
instructional strategies that are useful in addressing student variance in
readiness, interest and learning profile in F–5 classrooms.

18

Janelle WILLS
SESSION ONE
The Art and Science of Feedback!
Feedback has been shown to have a significant impact on student learning.
Explore the characteristics of eﬀective feedback, outline practical strategies
for giving feedback and the ways to prepare students to receive feedback.

SESSION TWO
Becoming a Reflective Teacher
In an era of increased accountability, self-evaluation and self-reflection
practices can empower teachers to chart their own path to improvement.
Participants will learn what teachers can do by themselves, for themselves.
Janelle will help you to uncover why classroom autonomy and collaboration
go hand-in-hand when it comes to eﬀective teaching and student success.

SESSION THREE
The Art and Science of Gifted Education
Repeat Session from Friday 22 May; Session Two

HBE @ WORK
Please see pg 5 for more Session Information
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How Do We Prepare Our Students for a World We Cannot Imagine?

BROOKS-YOUNG Teach to Learn– Student-Developed Activities & Tutorials
Challenging the Mindset of the “Hidden” Underachiever
COIL
Creating a Culture of Collaboration
GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER

Transforming School Culture (Part 1 of a two-part
session)
S.T.A.R.S.S.: Strategies for Teaching Academic Reading
to Struggling Students

MUHAMMAD

SOUSA &
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM
WILLS

Differentiation and the Brain Institute
(Part 1 of 3)

SOUSA &
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN

HBE @ WORK

An Introduction to the Embedding Formative
Assessment Professional Development Pack

MUHAMMAD
PEREZ

Critical Habits of Transformational leaders
Being Growth Agents, NOT Change Agents
Formative Assessment- What it is and What it isn’t
The Difference that Makes a Difference

Successful Teaching in the Differentiated Classroom

ERCEG

Creating a Friendly School

GRIFT
HEFLEBOWER
& WILLS
MUHAMMAD

Teachers as Architects of Learning

PEREZ

Creating a WOW-Worthy Space for ALL Students to
Learn! (Part 1 of a two-part session)
How Technology is Changing the Brain- and What to
Do About it

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
(Part 1 of 6)
The Will to Lead (Part 1 of a two-part session)

Making Meetings Matter

Differentiation and the Brain Institute
(Part 2 of 3)
Building a High Reliability School
Got Data, Now What?
Formative Assessment- Strategies and Techniques
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The Art and Science of Gifted Education
An Introduction to the Embedding Formative
Assessment Professional Development Pack

COIL

Seven Steps to Successful Student Achievement

GRIFT

The What and the How of Norms and Protocols

HEFLEBOWER

Developing Proﬁciency Scales

MUHAMMAD

The Elephants in the Room: Eliminating Barriers to
Effective Collaboration

PEREZ
SOUSA &
TOMLINSON
WARRICK

Top 10 Tools to Transform Teaching!

WELLMAN

Leading Successful Teams

WILIAM

Formative Assessment- Strategies and Techniques
(Part 2 of a two-part session)

WILLS

Self-Efﬁcancy: The Power Within

HBE @ WORK

Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

Differentiation and the Brain Institute (Part 3 of 3)
Leading the high Reliability Initiative

The Will to Lead: Working Together to Create a PLC Culture

✓ SESSION TWO: 11.30 AM – 1.00 PM

COIL

Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks

Using Questioning Sequences to Enhance Student
Achievement
Transforming School Culture
(Part 2 of a two-part session)
Classroom Cures: Instructional Adaptations for Student
Success

BROOKS-YOUNG Author, Author! Ebooks Writtent for and by Students
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MUHAMMAD

BROOKS-YOUNG Make BYOD Programs Work for You

WELLMAN

WILIAM
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SOUSA
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TPACK and SAMR – Models for Effective Technology
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Motivating Underachievers
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Becoming a Professional Learning Community
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COIL
ERCEG
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✓ SESSION THREE: 2.00 P.M. – 3.30 P.M.

QR Codes in the Classroom– More Than a Novelty!

BROOKS-YOUNG Creating Content with Mobile Devices

Flexible Grouping

COIL

Creativity x 4

Building a Friendly School Culture

ERCEG

Social and Emotional Learning in the Classroom

Teachers as Architects of Learning

GRIFT

Teachers as Architects of Learning

HEFLEBOWER
& WILLS

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
(Part 3 of 6)

MUHAMMAD

The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader

PEREZ

Put Pizzazz in Your Lessons

SOUSA

Update on How the Brain Learns to Read

WARRICK

Guaranteeing Effective Teaching in Every Classroom

WELLMAN

Teaching Argumentation
The Adaptive School – Developing Strong,
Collaborative Culture

WELLMAN

Got Data, Now What?

Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 2 of 3)

WILIAM

Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 3 of 3)

Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

HBE @ WORK

Build Fundamental Maths Skills with CAMS® Plus,
STAMS® Plus & Solve!

PEREZ
SOUSA
WARRICK

WILIAM

Embedding Formative Assessment Institute (Part 1 of 3)

WILIAM

HBE @ WORK

Teach Your Students How to WRITE!

HBE @ WORK

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
(Part 2 of 6)
The Will to Lead (Part 2 of a two-part session)
Creating a WOW-Worthy Space for ALL Students to
Learn! (Part 2 of a two-part session)
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
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SOUSA

How Technology is Changing the Brain
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Getting Started with Differentiation
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Coaching Classroom Instruction
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WILIAM
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HBE @ WORK

Brigance CIBS-II: Literacy and Maths Assessment for
Special Needs Students
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SLOPER
SOUSA
TOMLINSON
WARRICK
WELLMAN
WILIAM

From STEM to STEAM (Part 1 of a two-part session)
The Ethics of Differentiation
Coaching Classroom Instruction (Part 2 of a two-part
session)
Making Meetings Matter
Principled Curriculum Design
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Brigance Transition Skills Inventory and Activities –
Preparing High Needs and Exceptional Students for Life
After Secondary School

Raise the Bar for Student Presentations Using Web-

BROOKS-YOUNG Based Tools and Apps
FLANAGAN

The Fine Art to Leading Teaching Learning

HEFLEBOWER & The Art and Science of Teaching Institute (Part 6 of 6)
WILLS
MCTIGHE

Understanding by Design Institute (Part 3 of 6)

PEREZ

Text Complexity

SLOPER

Building and Maintaining a Response to Intervention

SOUSA

From STEM to STEAM (Part 2 of a two-part session)

TOMLINSON

The Role of Formative Assessment in a Differentiated
Classroom

WARRICK

Engaging Students in Cognitive Complex Tasks

WELLMAN

Lenses and Language

WILIAM

Principled Assessment Design

HBE @ WORK

Prepare Students for School Success with Brigance
Early Childhood Resources
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PEREZ

Supporting Student Success

Understanding by Design Institute (Part 5 of 6)

MCTIGHE

Understanding by Design Institute (Part 6 of 6)

Building a High Performing Professional Learning
Community (Part 2 of a two-part session)
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Strategies for Differentiating Instructions, F–5 (Part 1
of a two-part session)
Using Questioning Sequences to Enhancing
Student Achievement
Developing Strategic Thinkers, readers and Writers

MUHAMMAD

The Four Skills of a Transformational Leader

SOUSA

Update in How the Brain Learns to Read

TOMLINSON

Strategies for Differentiating Instructions, F–5
(Part 2 of a two-part session)

WARRICK

Critical Habits of Transformational Leaders

WELLMAN

Talking to Learn

WILLS

The Art and Science of Gifter Education

HBE @ WORK

Prepare Students for School Success with Brigance
Early Childhood Resources

COIL

Differentiation, RTI and Achievement

ERCEG

Student Leaders

PEREZ

Write On! Write Now! Proven Strategies for
Teaching Writing

PEREZ

Change from “Behaviour Management” to “Supporting
Students to Manage Their Own Behaviour”
Closing the Achievement Gap Using Formative
Assessments

MCTIGHE

Understanding by Design Institute (Part 4 of 6)

MCTIGHE

MUHAMMAD

Building a High Performing Professional Learning
Community (Part 1 of a two-part session)

MUHAMMAD

SOUSA

How the Brian Inﬂuences Behaviour

SOUSA

TOMLINSON

Getting Started with Differentiation

TOMLINSON

WARRICK

Building a High Reliability School

WARRICK

WELLMAN

Engaging and Extending Student Thinking

WILLS

The Art and Science of Feedback!

WELLMAN
WILLS

HBE @ WORK

Improve Reading and Comprehension Skills with
CARS® & STARS® Plus!

HBE @ WORK

ERCEG

Becoming a Reﬂective Teaching
Build Fundamental Maths Skills with CAMS® Plus,
STAMS® Plus & Solve!

See next page for institute selection

03 8558 2444

www.hbconf.com.au

conferences@hbe.com.au
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Register for early bird
before 1st March 2015

INSTITUTE SELECTION
DATE

Please note:
Institutes are full-day sessions.

NO OF
DAYS

PRESENTER

1

Sousa & Tomlinson

Fri 22 May

✓

SESSION

HOW TO REGISTER

Diﬀerentiation & The Brain Institute
Embeddeding Formative Assessment Institute

Sat 23 May

1

Wiliam

Sat 23 – Sun 24 May

2

Heflebower & Wills

Sun 24 – Mon 25 May

2

McTighe

The Art and Science of Teaching Institute
Understanding by Design Institute

RATE PER PERSON
REGISTRATION TYPE

EARLY BIRD
(Individual Rate)

EARLY BIRD
(Team Rate)

INDIVIDUAL RATE

TEAM RATE

4 Day

$1181.25

$1123.50

$1312.50

$1249.50

3 Day

$892.50

$850.50

$987.00

$939.75

2 Day

$598.50

$572.25

$661.50

$630.00

1 Day

$315.00

$299.25

$346.50

$330.75

•

Tick your preferences for sessions 1, 2 and 3 for
each day you are attending. If you are wanting
to attend an institute, tick the institute selection
tick box below.

•

Team discounts are available for 5 or more
people registering together from one institution
– Please complete separate registration forms
for each registrant.

•

Shared registration packages are available for
up to four (4) participants from one institution
– Please complete session preferences for each
registrant. A $10 per person processing
fee applies.

•

Please ensure all postal, email and contact
details are completed in full.

Scan and email to:

Registration includes: Morning tea, lunch and conference materials.
Confirmation of registration will be emailed to each participant.
Team discounts are available for 5 or more registrations from the same school/institution.
Shared registrations incur a $10 per person processing fee.
Contact: conferences@hbe.com.au for further information.
Cancellation Policy: Cancellations on, or before, 31 March 2015 will receive a full refund, less $100.00 administration fee. Cancellations after
31 March 2015 are not eligible for a refund. Cancellations must be in writing. However, registration may be transferred.
Please note: Places for this conference are strictly limited! Payment secures your registration. In the event that one or more of the advertised
speakers is unable to attend Hawker Brownlow Education reserves the right to provide replacement speakers.
All prices are quoted in $AUD and include GST. Please also complete session preference for each shared registrant.

conferences@hbe.com.au
or register online at:

www.hbconf.com.au
OTHER WAYS TO REGISTER
PHONE: 03 8558 2444
FAX:
03 8558 2400
Please tick:  22 May  23 May  24 May  25 May

SCHOOL/INSTITUTION

REGISTRANT

School/institution: __________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________

Position: ________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Mobile: _________________________________________________________________

State: _______________ Postcode: ___________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Phone (___) _____________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements: ___________________________________________________________

Fax (___) _______________________________________________________________
Email address for invoice ________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

REGISTRANT

Please tick:  22 May  23 May  24 May  25 May

(Use for Shared Registration only)

Please tick:  22 May  23 May  24 May  25 May

Name: __________________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________________________________

Position: ________________________________________________________________

Position: ________________________________________________________________

Mobile: _________________________________________________________________

Mobile: _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements: ___________________________________________________________

REGISTRANT

Dietary requirements: ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

METHOD OF PAYMENT

REGISTRANT

Please tick:  22 May  23 May  24 May  25 May

(Use for Shared Registration only)

INVOICE

❍ Please invoice school/institution (ofﬁcial purchase order must be supplied)
Purchase order number: __________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________________________________________________

CREDIT CARD

Position: ________________________________________________________________

❍ School/institution credit card ❍ Personal credit card

Mobile: _________________________________________________________________

❍ Visa ❍ Mastercard
Card number:

Email: _______________________________________________________________________
Dietary requirements: ___________________________________________________________
Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

Amount: $ ________ Expiry date: _____
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________
CHEQUE

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin VIC 3189 |Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400
Email: conferences@hbe.com.au | Web: www.hbconf.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

14-103-08

❍ Cheque – Please make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

